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ENDING ABORTION

For too long,
however, pro-life
strategies to
restore legal
protection for the
preborn child
have been
pragmatic and
anemic.

president Bill Clinton says
that he wants abortion to
be "safe, legal and rare." Prolifers vehemently disagree.
Abortion, pro-lifers say, can
never be safe, certainly not for
the child. Nor, they claim, are
they safe for the mother, citing
the growing literature, demonstrating that even the so-called
"medically safe" abortion is
dangerous to the mother.
Abortion, they vigorously
contend, cannot be legal. It is,
they assert, murder and contracy to the nation's charter
commitment that all human
beings are equal and entitled to
the inalienable right to life. No
court and no legislature can
change that.
Finally, abortion, they state,
will never be rare, so long as it
is promoted as a constitutional
right. They maintain that
women will never be deterred
from killing " unwanted" children unless and until abortion
is once again condemned by
civil society as a morally reprehensible homicide.
Without question, such prolife rhetoric is principled and

powerful. For too long, however, pro-life strategies to restore legal protection for the
prebom child have been pragmatic and anemic. Sadly, their
proposals for action have too
often matched Mr. Clinton' s
slogan that abortion should be
"safe, legal and rare."
Since Roe v. Wade , the
dominant pro-life strategy at
the state and local level has
been to limit, not prohibit,
abortion. To this day, pro-life
advocates continue to promote
such laws as requiring parental
consent before a minor may get
an abortion, a 24-hour waiting
period, and informed consent.
Such proposals concede that
abortions are legal, but should
be limited so as to make them
safer and rarer.
Proposals to ban abortions
after the 20th week of gestation
and partial-birth abortions,
also concede that abortion is
legal. Again, such efforts, even
if successful, would only prohibit a limited number of abortions, with the possible effect
of making abortion more safe
and more rare.

Even the proposal to prohibit all abortions except in
cases of rape, incest and threat
to the life of the mother, is
based on the assumption that
the killing of a baby in the
womb of a mother is legal,
even though the baby has done
nothing to deserve death. Such
a compromise of the principle
of the sanctity of innocent human life presupposes that abortion should remain legal, but
only very safe and very rare.
In short, the pro-life forces
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have unwittingly adopted actions concerning abortion preme Court itself, when
strategies that reinforce the to rules handed down by the exercising the power of juPresident's rhetoric and un- courts.
dicial review, acknowdermine their own. As areThis working premise is ledged that the Constitution
sult, there are any number erroneous. It is both un- governed the court, not vice
of politicians who qualify wise and unconstitutional.
versa. Marbury v. Madias pro-life so long as they
Article VI of the United son, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137,
support any measure, no States Constitution states 179-80 (1803) Thus, the
matter how modest, limit- that three things are the Su- Constitution is not what the
ing a woman's right to an preme Law of the Land: Supreme Court says it is.
"This Constitution, ... the Rather, the Constitution is
abortion.
This must end. If it does laws of the United States ... what the Constitution says
not, then innocent human made in pursuance thereof; it is.
life in the wombs of Ameri- and all treaties ... made unAccordingly, when Artican mothers will never der the authority of the cle VI of the Constitution
again be protected. Rather, United States." Conspicu- states that all federal, state
abortion will remain almost - - - - - -- - ---+- -- - -- - - - - - 1
unlimited. And the holocaustwillcontinuenotwithstanding the pro-life
protests that the taking of
innocent human life should
never be sanctioned by a
civil society, no matter how
safe or how rare.
What kind of pro-life
strategy ought to be
adopted that is consistent
with pro-life principles and
that has a realistic possibility of success? To map out
such a strategy, one must ously absent from this list is and local officials - executive, legislative and judifirst address two prelimi- a court opinion.
At the time that the Con- cial, "shall be bound by
nary questions.
First, what is the consti- stitution was written, it was oath or affirmation to suptutional framework within universally understood that port this Constitution," it
which the issue should be court opinions were not means that those officials
resolved? Second, what laws. Therefore, under no are duty bound to support
law defines personhood and circumstances could it be the Constitution as it is
does that definition include contended that federal court written, not as it has been
a child in the womb of the opinions are "the laws of construed by the United
the United States" within States Supreme Court.
mother?
This does not mean that
the medlling of Article VI.
a
civil
government official
Nor
can
it
be
maintained
CONSTITUTION
that a court opinion, even an may defY a court order renSince Roe v. Wade, pro- opinion rendered by the Su- dered by the United States
life strategies have been preme Court, determines Supreme Court in a case in
based upon the premise that what the Constitution which that official was a
the Supreme Court's opin- means. Again, at the time party. It does mean, howion in that case is the Su- that the Constitution was ever, that a state or local
preme Law of the Land. written, it was universally official who is not a party
Therefore, short of a consti- understood that a court has the duty and the power
tutional amendment or opinion interpreting a pro- to act according to the conCourt reversal, it has been vision of the Constitution stitutional text, even when
assumed that federal, state was not equivalent, either in the action taken is inconsisand local officials - execu- design or effect, to that con- tent with a court opinion interpreting that text.
tive, legislative and judi- stitutional provision.
In addition, under the
To
the
contrary,
the
Sucial, must conform their

The Constitution is not what the
Supreme Court says it is.
Rather, the Constitution is what
the Constitution says it is.

doctrine of separation of
powers, the Supreme Court
cannot impose its view of
the Constitution on Congress or upon the President.
Both Congress and the
President have co-equal
power with the Court to apply the Constitution, and an
independent duty to act according to the Constitution
as they understand it, not as
the Court has determined it
to be.
This is the very essence
of the rule of law. No human institution has the final
and supreme power to determine what the law is.
Otherwise, the rule of law
would be reduced to the
rule of those who possess
such final and supreme
power.
This wisdom is reflected
in the checks and balances
established by the Constitution, for as James Madison
wrote in Federalist No. 47,
"the accumulation of all
powers ... in the same hands
... may be justly pronounced the very defmition
of tyranny."
PERSONHOOD
In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court decided that
the Constitution does not
recognize a child in the
womb of a mother as a "person" entitled to the protection of the due process
clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. To support
this conclusion, they cited a
number of constitutional
provisions in which person
can only be understood as
referring to a human being
who has been born. Roe v.
Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 15657 (1973).
Since Roe v. Wade, efforts to define a prebom
child as a person have assumed that the child, to be a
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person, must be one according to the constitutional text
in order for that child to
achieve the status of personhood and, thereby, to be
entitled to protection
against abortion.
For example, in the early
1980's the United States
Senate had before it "The
Human Life Bill." This
Bill defined "person" for
the purposes of the due
process clause of the 14th
Amendment in such a way
as to include a human baby
in the womb of a mother
from the very moment of
conception. See Report to
the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate
from its Subcommittee on
Separation of Powers pp.
1-2 (1981).
One could argue that
Congress could not have
done otherwise, because it
was acting pursuant to its
authority under the Fourteenth Amendment which
limits its power to enforcing the terms of that
Amendment. Hence, any
Congressional definition of
person must conform to the
constitutional textual
meaning of that word. But
the findings contained in
the Report proposing the
Human Life Bill were not
so confined. To the contrary, they went behind the
constitutional text to the
common law as reflected in
the nation's founding charter, the Declaration oflndependence.
That law, the Report
stated, established that all
human beings are legally
equal. Furthermore, the
Report continued, the very
pmpose of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was to
enforce that equality rule
upon the states. Such a rule
of equivalent value of all
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human life, the Report concluded, demanded that
abortion be outlawed. !d.
at 15-16.
Even though the Report
drew this conclusion, it did
not incorporate it into the
text of the Human Life Act.
Instead, it left it to the discretion of every state to decide whether to prohibit
abortions, and if so, by what
rules. Indeed, the Report
emphasized that the Human

such protection. Neither of
these assumptions is true.
CONGRESS
As for Congress, the
very pmpose of the Equal
Protection Clause was to
deny to the states any power
to withhold from any class
of human beings the benefits and protections of the
common law. As the Supreme Court observed in

The very purpose ofthe Equal
Protection Clause was to deny to
the states any power to withhold
from any class ofhuman beings
the benefits and protections of
the common law.

--------------------·1
Life Bill did not make abortions illegal, but only made
it possible for state legislatures to make them illegal.
Id. at 19-20.
By leaving it to the
States to decide whether a
child in the womb of the
mother is a human being
deserving the full protection of the law, the Report
chose not to embrace the
common law definition of
personhood. That decision
has plagued the pro-life
movement to this day and in
two distinct ways.
First, it tacitly conceded
that state and local legislatures may define legal personhood in any way that
they choose, notwithstanding the life principle embraced by the nation's
charter. Second, it assumed
that Congress has no
authority to protect innocent human life in the
womb of a mother if the
states choose not to provide

the Slaughter-House
Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.)
36, 81 (1873), the Clause
was specifically designed
to protect former slaves
who were being denied
their rights to life, liberty
and property because states
were not enforcing the
common law on their behalf.
The Equal Protection
Clause was designed to
guarantee such common
law protection by denying
to the States any power to
classify or treat any human
being as anything but a legally recognized person.
That is exactly what states
are doing when they follow
the Supreme Court's ruling
in Roe v. Wade - denying to
a class of human beings the
protection of the common
law solely on the ground
that preborn children are
not persons.
Fallowing the adoption
of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment, Congress enacted a
number of criminal statutes
designed to outlaw such
practices. One of these statutes protects "any inhabitant" from acts "under color
of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation or custom" that "willfully"
deprive him "of any rights,
privileges, or immunities
secured or protected by the
Constitution" or of "full
and equal benefit of all laws
and proceedings for the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white
citizens." 18 U.S.C. Section 242.
This law should be enforced by a President of the
United States against abortion providers and women
seeking such services, especially when those services
are funded by state law or
otherwise given special encouragement or protection
by that law.
To be sure, such a prosecution would succeed only
if there is proof that the
abortion providers and
women intended to deprive
the preborn child of rights
secured by the Constitution
or by the laws of the United
States. Such proof could be
provided by reference to the
"rule oflaw" governing life
in the Declaration of Independence and, thereby,
meet this burden. See
Screws v. United States,
325 U.S. 91, 103 (1945).
Obviously, this problem
could be resolved if Congress acted by declaring
that human life begins at
conception, and by redrafting the Human Life Bill in
terms of the Equal Protection Clause. Such a Bill
would make it clear that all
human life is to be equally
protected and that any state
that does not afford such
equal protection is violating
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the common law definition
of personhood.
PRESIDENT
In addition to the enforcement of existing or future criminal statutes, the
President may instruct the
Attorney General to bring
civil suits seeking injunctions against abortion clinics and abortion doctors on
the grounds that they are
public nuisances. Such a
suit would be based upon
the same grounds that are
set forth in the civil rights
statutes set forth above.
Such a suit could very
well succeed, especially if
based upon evidence that
the failure of states to protect the unalienable right to
life imposes serious adverse consequences upon
the "general welfare" of the
country. In defining the
general welfare in this context, emphasis should be
placed upon the adverse impact that abortion has upon
the national economy .
Such a strategy is not unprecedented. In re Debs,
158 U.S. 564 (1895).
The President may also,
under his constitutional
authority to "take care that
the laws be faithfully executed," refuse to spend any
money appropriated by
Congress for the purpose of
supporting any activity that
facilitates or promotes
abortion. This means that
the President may cut off all
federal funds to such abortion promoting organizations
as
Planned
Parenthood and to such
abortion faciliting activities
as fetal tissue research.
This power is available
to the President even if
Congress should mandate
that the funds that it has appropriated must be spent.
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Such a mandate violates the
constitutional vesting of all
of the executive power in
the office of the President
because the very essence of
executive power is the discretion not to enforce a law.
SeeHecklerv. Chaney 470
U.S. 821 (1985). Finally,
the President has the power
to appoint only judges to
the federal bench, including

constitutional officer, the
President has the duty and
authority to issue a Presidential Proclamation affirming the right to life of
the preborn child and to call
upon state governments to
protect that right with all
deliberate speed and appropriate means.
Such a Proclamation
would set the stage for ag-

they were never parties to
the cases. Rightfully understood, their duty is to interpose their office between
Roe v. Wade, a constitutionally erroneous opinion, and
the people whose rights
they are duty bound to protect.
Even in states where the
statutes have been changed
to conform to the Roe formula, a prosecutor may still
have ample authority under
the state's law and constitution to bring criminal actions against abortion
promoters and providers.
In Virginia, for example,
producing an abortion, except to preserve the life of a
mother, remains a felony.
At the same time, by statute,
a physician is permitted to
perform abortions according to different rules governing the first, second, and
third trimesters of a
woman's pregnancy.
the United States Supreme gressive action at the state
While such a statutory
Court, who have clearly and level to restore the laws pro- scheme may pass the judiconsistently affirmed the hibiting the taking of inno- cial test laid down in Roe v.
legal personhood of the pre- cent human life from the Wade, it does not meet the
born. Indeed, his constitu- womb to the tomb.
constitutional test laid
tional oath of office to
down by Article I, Section
"preserve, protect and de- STATES
1 of the Virginia Constitufend the Constitution of the
tion which reads:
In many states, statutes
United States" requires him
That all men are by nato exercise his appointment prohibiting abortion remain ture equally free and indepower consistent with his unrepealed and available to pendent, and have certain
understanding of the Con- local prosecutors to bring inherent rights, of which,
stitution, independent of criminal actions against when they enter into a state
either the judicial or the leg- abortion providers. While of society, they cannot by
such laws may very well any compact, deprive or diislative branches.
In fact, the President's provide for an exception to vest their posterit,y: namely
oath of office, the only one protect the life of the the enjoyment of life and
spelled out in the Constitu- mother, they afford statu- liberty, with the means of
tion, makes him the primacy tory authority to a prosecu- acquiring and possessing
protector of the Constitu- tor who takes seriously his property, and pursuing and
tion. Only the President is, duty to "support" the Con- obtaining happiness and
by the constitutional text, stitution's high regard for safety. (Emphasis added.)
commanded to "preserve, the right to life.
While the United States
The problem today is Constitution may not afford
protect and defend" the
Constitution. All other of- that state prosecutors as- protection to the preborn,
ficers are commanded by sume that their duty to sup- this provision clearly does.
the Constitution only to port the Constitution means What does a state do when
obedience to Supreme it fails to protect innocent
"support" it.
As the nation ' s chief Court opinions even when life in the womb of a

The President may instruct the
Attorney General to bring civil
suits seeking injunctions against
abortion clinics and abortion
doctors on the grounds that they
are public nuisances.
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mother, but "divest ... posterity" of the rights of life,
liberty and property?
Virginia laws that permit
the taking of the lives of
pre-born children violate
this constitutional principle. And where a state constitution lays down a higher
standard than the United
States Constitution, the
state constitutional provision provides an independent and adequate state
ground for a state law prohibiting abortion.
In addition, Roe v. Wade
can be avoided by any state
legislature that challenges
its factual underpinnings.
The Roe decision is based
upon a number of factual
assumptions that, if true in
1973, are no longer true today.
The major factual premise of Roe is that a medically
safe abortion poses no sig-
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nificant health risks to the
mother. Numerous studies
since Roe have proved that
assumption false. Physiological complications, including
uterine
perforations, excessive
bleeding and endotoxic
shock, attend even the normal abortion process. Other
physiological complications, such as cervical and
ovarian cancer, placenta
previa, pelvic inflammatory
disease, appear after an
abortion and are causally
linked to it.
And there are numerous
psychological and emotional side effects. Among
the significant emotional
risks are guilt and depression, suicidal ideation and
sexual
dysfunction .
Among the psychological
disorders are Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder and
Postabortion Syndrome.

These emotional and
psychological traumas contribute to a variety of sociological impairments,
including psychic numbing,
substance abuse and relationship instability. This, in
turn, adversely impacts
family and other intimate
associations.
None of this came before
the Court in Roe v. Wade.
Nor did the Court have before it evidence that the
medical profession does not
adequately protect the interests of women who obtain
abortions in clinics. Nor
did it have before it the
threat that permitting abortion poses to the sanctity of
life generally or to the economy.
Given these glaring factual omissions, Roe v. Wade
is no longer a binding legal
precedent for, as the High
Court itself has observed,

changes in the facts upon
which a court ruling rests is
sufficient reason not to follow that ruling. Planned
Parenthood v. Casey, 505
U.S. --, 120 L Ed 2d 674,
703-06 (1992).
CONCLUSION
It is time for a new prolife strategy, one based
squarely upon the principle
that the taking of innocent
life is never justified. Such
a strategy would seize the
moral and constitutional
high ground in the abortion
debate and has a realistic
chance to succeed. ~

TOLERANCE
B

ack in July 1996 when the battle over
the GOP platform was raging, Bob Dole maneuvered
for tolerance. He wanted a
tent big enough for all sides
on the abortion issue. By
indulging the Republican
"pro-choicers", Dole hoped
for a campaign strong
enough to defeat Bill Clinton.
Dole's attempt at compromise did not change the
platform, but he made toler-

ance the centerpiece of his
run for the presidency. He
avoided the "wedge" issue
of abortion throughout the
fall, waffled on the character issue until it disappeared,
and ignored the divisive
question of affirmative action until the last minute in
a desperate rriove to win in
California.
What Dole's tolerant
campaign did was open the
door for Clinton's reelection. The American people

voted for Clinton, not because they trusted him, but
because they were given no
compelling reason to get rid
of him. In short, they decided to tolerate him for another four years.
What the American people did by their vote in November was to put into
practice what they have
been taught. A modern civilized society, they have
been told, is a tolerant society.
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Such a society, for ex- the counterfeit of it. Both
ample, permits a woman are despotisms. The one
and her doctor to choose to assumes to itselfthe right of
terminate a pregnancy: It is withholding Liberty ofCona matter between her and science, and the other of
her god. Likewise, sex is a granting it. The one is the
matter of choice, best left to Pope armed with fire and
one's genes and environ- faggot, and the other is the
ment, unrestricted by law.
Pope selling or granting inOn the other hand, af- dulgences.
firmative action is required
Madison put it more dipby law to achieve racial and lomatically, but just as emsexual tolerance. Indeed, phatically, when he wrote
laws prohibiting discrimination against gays, lesbians, bisexuals, etc. are
designed to foster tolerance
of lifestyles.
Tolerance has, indeed,
become the hallmark of our
age. And Bill Clinton is
just the man to lead, for his
political persona and performance personifies indulgence, permissiveness, and
maudlin sympathy that so
characterize the spirit of a
tolerant society.
Tolerance, however,
does not bring liberty; nor
does it eliminate intoler- that the same power in the
ance. In the name oftoler- hand of civil rulers, Cathoance, we are taught not to lic or Protestant, Believer or
offend; hence, we are at the Unbeliever, encroaches on
mercy of any who take of- matters outside their rightfense. What ensues is a so- ful authority.
Thus, they rejected tolciety whose members
tip-toe- at work, in play and eration in favor of liberty.
in politics - lest they might Nowhere is this choice
say or do something that a more pronounced than in
fellow citizen considers to the First Amendment guarantees of freedom of religbe intolerant.
So, Americans who de- ion. These guarantees,
sire freedom should be however, did not come easwary of those who call for ily. While the battle began
political or legal toleration. well before the American
For lurking behind such ap- Revolution, the fight for
peals is a the will to use civil freedom, rather than tolerpower to rid society of dis- ance, finally came to a head
sent when it becomes intol- on June 12, 1776, one
month before the Declaraerable.
America's founders un- tion of Independence.
On that day, the Virginia
derstood this danger.
Thomas Paine put it bluntly Convention voted for a
when he observed in The Declaration of Rights for
the emerging CommonRights ofMan (1791):
Toleration is not the op- wealth of Virginia, includposite ofIntolerance, but is ing Article I, Section 16:

Religion, or the duty
which we owe to our Creator, and the manner of discharging it, can only be
directed by reason and conviction, not by force or violence; therefore, all men
are equally entitled to the
free exercise ofreligion, according to the dictates of
conscience; and that it is
the mutual duty of all to
practice Christianforbear-

clause eliminated in the final version. Inserted immediately after the phrase,
"according to the dictates of
conscience," in Mason's
draft was the clause, "unless under colour of religion, any man disturb the
peace, the happiness, or
safety of Society."
Mason's draft had been
drawn from two sources,
one English and one American. The English source
dated back to the Toleration
Act of 1689, a law passed
by the English Parliament,
extending the right of free
public worship to Protestant dissenters. While the
Act freed numerous Protestant sects from persecution
and prosecution, it did nothing to relieve Catholics and
Unitarians of such disabilities. Sources of Our Liberties 240 (Perry, ed. 1972).
While Mason's initial
draft did not exclude any
religious group by name, it
ance, love, and charity to- did embrace the principle of
wards each other.
toleration that would have
With this declaration of permitted the Virginia legthe "free exercise of relig- islature to follow in the
ion," the Virginia Conven- English Parliament's foottion took a giant step away steps. For it did not contain
from more than a century of words of prohibition, but
toleration of differences merely stated a preference
and dissent to a new regime for the "fullest toleration in
of liberty for all, religious the exercise of religion.,;
and irreligious alike.
Having left room for the
Virginia legislature to proTOLERATION
hibit "exercises of religion"
that it found intolerable,
When George Mason Mason's draft included
first penned the paragraph guidelines for the employthat appeared as Section 16 ment of that power. But
of the 1776 Virginia Decla- those guidelines reinforced
ration of Rights, it did not the earlier language of tolcontain the phrase, "all men eration. If the legislature
are equally entitled to the found any "religious pracfree exercise of religion." tice" a threat to the "peace,
Rather, that first draft stated happiness or safety" of the
that "all men should enjoy Commonwealth, then it
the fullest toleration in the could outlaw it.
exercise of religion."
This limitation on the
In addition, Mason's exercise of religion is traceearlier draft contained a able to the 1630's, when

Americans who desire freedom
should be wary ofthose who call
for political or legal toleration.
For lurking behind such
appeals is a the will to use civil
power to rid society ofdissent
when it becomes intolerable.
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Lord Baltimore established
the colony of Maryland and
Roger Williams established
the colony of Providence.
Both Baltimore, a Catholic,
and Williams, a Separatist,
set up civil orders more tolerant than the ones from
which they fled. Sources of
Our Liberties, supra, 9799, 162-64 (Perry, ed.
1972).
From its beginning in
1634, Maryland embraced
a policy of religious toleration, fixing it by statute in
1649. Under this regime of
toleration, people were allowed to practice their religion "provided the civil
peace were preserved."
In like manner, Williams
spelled out a regime of religious toleration in the
1663 Charter of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations:
.. .[T]hat no person ...
shall be any wise molested,
punished, disquieted, or
called in question, for any
differences of opinion in
matters of religion, and do
not actually disturb the civil
peace of our said colony,
but that all ... may ... freely
and.fully have and enjoy his
and their own ... consciences, in matters of religious concernments ...
they behaving themselves
peaceably and quietly, and
not using this liberty to licentiousness and profaneness, nor to the civil injury
or outward disturbance of
others.... Sources of Our
Liberties, supra, at 170.
Drawing from both the
Maryland policy and the
Rhode Island language,
Mason crafted his first
draft, adopting the rule of
toleration in Virginia which
had theretofore been hostile
to all religious sects that deviated from the established
church of England. In do-

ing so, Mason had not only
chosen a path that Maryland and Rhode Island had
already trod, but one that
other states would soon
adopt.
For example, on September 11, 1776, the people
of Delaware adopted a
similar rule, guaranteeing
"persons professing the

In the legislative assembly of 1784, delegate Patrick Henry introduced a
resolution declaring that the
people of the Commonwealth ought to pay a
"moderate tax or contribution for the support of the
Christian religion or of
some Christian church, denomination, or communion
of Christians, or of some
form of Christian worship."
The Resolution carried
47 to 32, setting the stage
for the introduction of a bill
taxing the people's property for the support of
"Teachers of the Christian
Religion."
Madison described the bill to Jefferson
in a letter that he wrote in
January 1785:
The bill ... proposes a tax
.. . on all taxable property
for support of Teachers of
tional barrier to civil rule in the Christian Religion.
matters of religion.
Each person when he pays
the tax is to name the sociLIBERTY
ety to which he dedicates it,
and in case of refusal to do
As early as 1774, Madi- so, the tax is to be applied
son "had come to think of to the maintenance of a
religious toleration (the ul- school in the County. Retimate objective of most re- printed in Cousins, "In God
formers of his day) as only We Trust" 305 (1958).
the halfway point on the
Henry's bill, then, taxed
road to religious liberty." the people to support teachDreisbach, Real Threat and ing of the Christian religMere Shadow 137 (1987) Ion, based upon a
He "objected to Mason's Resolution calling for a
use of the word "toleration" general tax on the people to
because it implied some- support Christian instituthing which could be given tions of worship. (See text
orrevoked at the pleasure of of bill reprinted as Appenthe legislature, and not dix III in Dreisbach, Real
something assumed as a Threat and Mere Shadow
matter of right." /d. at 138. 193-94 (1987). As such, it
Having chosen to follow was patterned after the pubMadison and not Mason - lic policy explicitly enerecting a jurisdictional line dorsed
by
the
between matters of religion Commonwealth of Massaand matters of state, the chusetts in its 1780 constiVirginia's leaders soon tution:
found themselves in con.. .[T]o promote ... [the
flict over what fell on one {people's} happiness, and
side and what fell on the to secure the good order
other.
and preservation of their

mental law.
But Virginians, under
the leadership of James
Madison and Thomas Jefferson, desired more than
toleration. They sought liberty. Thus, they deliberately dropped the language
of toleration from their
Declaration of Rights, in favor of an absolute jurisdic-

Virginians, under the
leadership ofJames Madison
and ThomJJS Jefferson, desired
more than toleration. They
sought liberty.
Christian religion ... equal
rights and privileges ... unless, under colour of religion, any man disturb the
peace, the happiness or
safety of society." See
Delaware's 1776 Declaration of Rights reprinted in
Sources at 338.
On November 3, 1776,
the people of Maryland
continued that colony's
policy of religious toleration with similar language
in its new constitution. /d.
at 349. Even Massachusetts enacted a limited version of the rule of
toleration, allowing for
choice in religious worship
and opinions so long as it
"doth not disturb the public
peace .. .. " !d. at 374.
In summary, religious
toleration, in one form or
another, had become the
practice in the American
colonies before the American Revolution. George
Mason's draft was initially
· designed to incorporate that
norm into Virginia's funda-
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government ... the legislature shall ... authorize and
require, the several towns,
parishes, precincts, and
other bodies politic, or religious societies, to make
suitable provision, at their
own expense,forthe institution ofthe public worship of
GOD, for the support and
maintenance of public
Protestant teachers of piety, religion, and morality,
in all cases where such provision shall not be made
voluntarily.
Madison and Jefferson
both recognized that the
Heruy bill endorsed a policy based upon toleration,
not upon liberty. Because
they believed that the bill
violated the Virginia guarantee of liberty, both
worked to defeat the Heruy
bill.
In 1785, Madison wrote
and circulated his now famous Memorial and Remonstrance
Against
Religious Assessments.
Beginning with a quote of
the first phrase of Article I,
Section 16 of the Virginia
Declaration of Rights,
Madison remonstrated:
The Religion then of
every man must be left to the
conviction and conscience
ofevery man.... This rightis
in its nature an unalienable
right. It is unalienable; because the opinions of men,
depending only on the evidence contemplated by
their own minds, cannot
follow the dictates of other
men.
Further Madison contended, what one believes is
"a right towards men," because it is a duty wholly
owed to the Creator:
This duty is precedent
both in order of time and
degree ofobligation, to the
claims ofCivil Society. Be-
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fore any man can be considered as a member of Civil
Society, he must be considered as a subject ofthe Governor ofthe Universe: And
ifa member ofCivil Society,
who enters into a~ subordinate Association, must always do it with reservation
of his duty to the general

temporal punishments or magistrate to intrude his
burthens, or by civil inca- power into the field ofopinpacitations ... are a depar- ion, and to restrain the proture from the plan of the fession or propagation of
Holy Author of our relig- principles, on the supposiion, who, being Lord both tion of their ill tendency, is
ofbody and mind, yet chose a dangerous fallacy, which
not to propagate it by coer- at once destroys all religcions on either, as was in ious liberty, because he behis Almighty power to do.
ing of course judge of that
tendency, will make his
opinions the rule of judgment, and approve or condemn the sentiments of
others only as they shall
square with his own.
In August of 1785 ,
Madison introduced Jefferson's bill, denying tax support of religious institutions
and teachers.
Madison prevailed. In
1786, the Virginia General
Assembly passed Jefferson's Bill Establishing Religious Freedom.

Madison's and
Jefferson's triumph for
freedom of religion did
not, however, carry the
day in the state
constitutions.

LIBERTY TRUMPED
authority; much more must
every man who becomes a
member of a~ particular
Civil Society, do it with saving of his allegiance to the
Universal Sovereign.
Finally, Madison concluded:
We maintain therefore
that in matters ofReligion,
no man's right is abridged
by the institution of Civil
Society, and that Religion is
wholly exempt from its cognizance.
From these general principles, Thomas Jefferson
crafted a substitute bill to
the one offered by Patrick
Heruy. First, he established
that religion, as defined by
the Virginia constitution,
embraced the freedom of
the mind:
Well aware that Almighty God hath created
the mind free; that all attempts to influence it by

Next, Jefferson spelled
out the breadth of this freedom to include all opinions,
with religious opinions a
subset of this more general
principle:
That to compel a man to
furnish the contributions of
money for the propagation
ofopinions which he disbelieves, is sinful and tyrannical; that even the forcing of
him to support this or that
teacher ofhis own religious
persuasion, is depriving
him of the comfortable liberty ofgiving contributions
to the particular pastor
whose morals he would
make his pattern ...; that
our civil rights have no dependence on our religious
opinions, more than our
opinions in physics or geometry. (Emphasis added.)
Finally, Jefferson concluded:
[T]hat to suffer a civil

What Madison and Jefferson won for Virginia in
1786, the First Congress
won for the people of the
United States in 1791. In
that year, the First Amendment of the Bill of Rights
was ratified, containing an
absolute prohibition upon
Congress's enacting any
law "respecting an Establishment of Religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof.. .. "
But Madison's and Jefferson's triumph for freedom of religion did not,
however, cany the day in
the state constitutions. Instead, a modified version of
the Massachusetts formula
for toleration spread among
the states.
In the 1780 Massachusetts constitution, there was
not only provision for the
taxing of the people to support the church, but compa-
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rable authority to support
schools. With this taxing
power came the power to
compel the people to attend
"upon the instructions of ...
public Protestant teachers
of piety, religion, and morality." See Article III of
the 1780 Constitution of
Massachusetts reprinted in
Sources at 374.
These compulsory laws,
however, were subject to
the right of each "town, parish, precinct or religious society to choose "their public
teachers" and each taxpayer
to direct his tax moneys to
the " public teacher or
teachers of his own religious sect or denomination."
In other words, it was a regime of toleration, not liberty.
Out of this compulsory,
yet tolerant, scheme came
tax-supported public education. See Titus, "Education, God's or Caesar's: A
Constitutional Question of
Jurisdiction," 1982 Journ.
ofChristianJurisp. 130-42.
From the beginning, these
tax-supported schools excluded the teaching of any
sectarian or denominational
doctrines. Such an exclusion was designed so that
children of all sects could

education the means of salbe tolerated.
This system of tolera- vation for America. Every
tion led to the teaching of a social and political probcivil religion that began as lem, we are told, would be
a kind of watered-down solved if everyone received
Protestant ethic and has a decent education.
continued to this day in the
In his 1784 Memorial
form of an areligious hu- and Remonstrance, James
mamsm. Whatever its Madison warned against
form, tax-supported educa- civil magistrates who
tion has placed the civil claimed to be "a competent
government into the pri- Judge of Religious truth"
mary role as educator of the and, thereby, assumed "that
nation's children.
he may employ Religion as
As primary educator, the an engine of Civil policy":
The first is an arrogant
State claims the right to determine the educational pretension falsified by the
standards for all children, contradictory opinions of
tolerating education outside Rulers in all ages, and
of the tax-supported system throughout the world: The
only if the children so second an unhallowed pertaught meet the state-im- version ofthe means ofsalposed standards of knowl- vation.
Jefferson echoed Madiedge and understanding.
In more recent days, the son's observation and exUnited States government tended it to civil rulers:
who, being themselves
has entered the education
field, imposing a vast array but fallible and uninspired
of national standards upon men, have assumed dominthe nation ' s school chil- ion over the faith ofothers,
setting their own opinions
dren.
In short, the civil gov- and modes of thinking as
ernments, both state and the only true and infallible,
federal, have made the and as such endeavoring to
teaching of "truth" about impose them on others,
history, government, sci- hath established and mainence, literature, a matter of tained false religions over
public policy. In addition, the greatest part of the
civil authorities have made world, and through all time.

CONCLUSION
Today, we have been
promised that we need not
fear what Madison and Jefferson feared, because civil
rulers have learned not to
enshrine their religious
views in public policy. By
limiting their authority to
secular matters, including
secular subjects in education, we are assured that we
will remain free.
In his Notes on Virginia,
however, Thomas Jefferson
understood that it was not
the nature of the civil rulers'
opinions - whether they
were religious or secular that made the difference between tyranny and liberty.
It was, he wrote, that the
civil ruler claimed jurisdiction over the peoples' opinIons.
Until the nation's
schools come out from underneath the thumb of the
civil authorities, America
will continue its slide from
liberty to toleration, with
precious little room for the
views of those that the civil
rulers find to be intolerant.
~

"Civility"
by Marilyn Titus

1

a. deference or allegiance to the social order befitting a citizen
b. civil government or
polity

c. solidarity of civil
rights and obligations and
civiljustice in the civil order
4a. civil conduct; esp:
bare observance of the
forms ofaccepted social behavior or
adequate perfunctory politeness

b. decent behavior or
treatment
c. an act or expression
conforming to conventional
patterns of social behavior
From: Webster's Third
New International Diction-
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ary (unabridged). Note:
Other definitions given are
referred to as "archaic."
'" My one great hope is
that we will accomplish our
journey in the right spirit,
with civility, respect and
with all our citizens feeling
that they are part of our national community,' Mr.
Clinton said in an exclusive
preview for The Washington Times of his second Inaugural
address."
Washinton Times, January
20, 1997, page lA.
As I read this, I couldn't
help but remember what I
wrote just last month for the
Forecast. Quoting from
Charley Reese in the Orlando Sentinel ofDecember
17, 1996, A-22:
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"How can people complain about incivility and
then condone the killing of
babies?"
Now, we hear it right
from Mr. Clinton - the
President who made sure
that doctors could kill babies between the thighs of
their mothers. The President who made sure that
doctors could pull a baby by
the feet out of a mother's
womb and stop short, leaving just the head inside her
but out far enough to cut the
back of the neck, insert an
instrument into the baby's
brain and suck the brains
out!
How can this man, immoral and heartless as he is,
ask the citizens of this coun-

try to "journey in the right
spirit"? What kind of
"spirit" does he journey in?
How can this man, immoral and heartless as he is,
ask the citizens of this country to have "civility"?
What kind of civil rights
has he afforded these tiny
boys and girls?
How can this man, immoral and heartless as he is,
ask the citizens of this country to have "respect"? Are
we to "respect" the doctors
who do such things to babies? Are we to "respect"
the politicians who have allowed Clinton to have his
way with this? Are we to
"respect" Mr. Clinton who
has no respect for the life of
these innocent babies?

I look at our adopted
son. We love him and thank
God he was not a victim of
abortion.
Mr. Clinton's "national
community" is a community void of natural, Godgiven "feelings." His
"national community" is
one of sex first and kill the
babies.
I do believe Mr. Clinton
will accomplish his "journey" one day but it will not
be in the "right spirit."
And, hopefully, "all our
citizens" will not be with
him. ""'"

AIRBAGS
W

hen I first learned to
drive- back in 1952,
speeding on Oregon's open
highways was defined as
violation of the basic rule.
Out in Eastern Oregon
where there was little traffic
- just sagebrush and jackrabbits is the way my dad
put it - and great distances
between small towns, travel
at 75 to 85 miles per hour
was not uncommon.
Violation of the basic
rule left it to the state
trooper to decide if the
driver was going too fast,
given the condition of the
driver, road and weather.
This not only left the trooper

with a lot of discretion, but
it placed primary responsibility on the driver.
All of this changed in the
1960's and 1970's when
legislators, deciding that
they knew better than the
trooper and the driver, fixed
the speed limit at a certain
rate no matter what the conditions. Now one finds the
55-mile an hour speed limit
posted on narrow two-lane
highways as well as fivelane interstate freeways
near large metropolitan areas.
No matter, people still
abide by the old basic rule.
Few pay attention to the

posted speed, slowing down
only when they pass by a
motorist stopped on the
shoulder by a state trooper.
Drivers are still able to
exercise their discretion as
to speed, because legislators
have not found a way to require automobile manufacturers to put a" governor" on
the car preventing it from
going faster than 70 miles
an hour.
Likewise, legislators
have not found a way to put
the driver and his passengers automatically into seatbelts when they get into a
car. Even with laws mandating seatbelt use, the
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driver and passengers make
the decision whether to
buckle up.
Not so with airbags.
Once installed, they automatically deploy on impact. Current rules prohibit
garages and dealerships
from disconnecting the
bag. And there are no cutoff switches except in
trucks and cars with no
back seats. Yet, as early as
1969, automakers told government regulators that airbags could be dangerous to
children and small adults.
Indeed, by the end of
1966, it has been determined that airbags, which
are deployed at 200 mph,
have caused "the deaths of
31 children and 20 adults,
mostly women drivers under 5-foot-4, in slow speed,
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otherwise survivable
crashes."
Finally, the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration has decided
to take some steps to reduce
this danger. The first step?
To require strong warning
labels in new cars and on
child safety seats. The second step? Allow auto owners to have airbags
disconnected after being
fully informed of the bags'
benefits.
Both steps appear to be
more concerned about potential liability of automakers, than safety to the
consumers. Warning labels are likely to put more
little ones in the back seat,
a decision that creates a
number of safety hazards
that are clearly reduced by

having children sit up
front.
Forcing an all or nothing
choice on the decision to
disconnect likewise deprives a car owner of airbag
protection when it poses no
danger to a child or small
adult. Why not equip each
car with a cutoff switch,
giving the car owner discretion as he sizes up the person sitting in the passenger
seat?
The reason is clear. The
decision to disconnect can
be controlled by auto dealers who would require the
car owner "to sign a paper
stating that they were aware
of the benefits of air bags
but have chosen to do without." But people might
"forget to tum the switches
off or back on," thereby

opening up the risk of law
suits against the automakers. USA Today A1 (Nov.
21, 1996).
Such face-saving, liability limiting tactics are
standard fare in a society
whose rulers dare not admit
that they made a mistake
requiring airbags in the first
place. Instead of repealing
a law that creates a serious
risk of death, like the airbag
does to children and small
adults, our leaders put the
burden upon them to get
out of the way.
Such is the way of the
"laws of the Medes and the
Persians" that changeth
not. See Esther 1: 19, 3: 13
and 8:5-11. ~

CIVIL SERVICEBUREAUCRATIZING THE FIRST
AMENDMENT
(Part 2- Continued from
Vol. 4, No. 3)

I

n Federalist No . 10,
James Madison wrote of
"the violence of faction"
that inevitably arises from
the constitution of a popular
government:
The instability, injustice,
and confusion introduced
into the public councils,
have in truth, been the mortal diseases under which
popular governments have
everywhere perished ...

Thus, he acknowledged
that people have legitimate
concerns that popular governments, such as the ones
contemplated by the United
States Constitution, were
"too unstable," leading
often to the disregard of the
public interest "in the conflicts of rival parties .... "
Undaunted, Madison
pressed on to a solution to
the problem of factions or
partisanship. He opined
that there were two, one by
removing the cause of fac-

tions and the other by controlling its effects.
As for cause, factions,
Madison observed, are the
result of liberty - the liberty
of people to express their
opinions and to translate
those opinions into votes,
thereby electing their civil
rulers. If one was to remove
the cause of faction, Madison remarked, two methods
are available: 1) Destroy
the liberty that gives rise to
factions or 2) force all citizens to hold "the same opin-
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ions, the same passions and
the same interests."
As to the first solution,
Madison recoiled in horror:
.. .[l]t could not be less
folly to abolish liberty,
which is essential to political life, because it nourishes faction, than it would
be to wish the annihilation
ofair, which is essential to
animal life, because it imparts fire its destructive
agency.
As to the second, Madison considered it absurd:
As long as the reason of
man continues fallible, and
he is at liberty to exercise
it, different opinions will be
formed. As long as the connection subsists between
his reason and his selflove, his opinions and his
passions will have a reciprocal influence on each
other....
As to both, Madison reminded his readers:
The latent causes offaction are sown in the nature
of man.... So strong is this
propensity of mankind to
fall into mutual animosities, that where no substantial occasion presents
itself, the most frivolous
and fanciful distinctions
have been sufficient to kindle their unfriendly passions and excite their most
violent conflicts.
Finally, Madison noted
that the very nature of the
legislative process pits one
or more factions against another and that one ought
not expect that any outcome of that process be the
product of"a sole regard to
justice and the public
good."
What, then, was Madison's
conclusion?
" ... [T]he causes of faction
cannot be removed, .. . relief is only to be sought in
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the means of controlling its
effects." Such means,
Madison claimed, came
from the diffusion of power
between the national and
state governments and the
separation of powers, with
checks and balances, in the
national government.
One hundred years later,
America's leaders aban-

cers and employees in the
Executive branch of government from taking "any
active part in political management or in political
campaigns." The purpose
of this prohibition, Justice
Stanley Reed wrote in
1947, was "to protect a
democratic society against
the supposed evil of politi-

The real reason for making
political eunuchs out of civil
servants was not to rid the
government ofpartisanship, but
to make it appear to the
American people that
government workers were
politically neutral.

doned this wise counsel
when they replaced the
spoils system with the
merit civil service system
for employment in the executive branch of government. In their zeal to
eliminate partisan bickering, they have both camouflaged and insulated that
government from the people. And, in the process,
they restructured the government in a way not provided for in the original
text.
CAMOUFLAGE
When Congress enacted
the Hatch Act in 1940, it
prohibited almost all offi-

cal partisanship by classified employees of government." United Public
Workers v. Mitchell, 330
U.S. 75,96 (1947).
And what were those
evils? Political partisanship, Congress maintained,
threatened the "efficiency
and integrity" of the government. "Political neutrality," Congress claimed,
was required to preserve
them both. !d., 330 U.S. at
96-97.
A close examination of
the Hatch Act, however, reveals that Congress did not,
indeed could not, command civil servants to be
"politically neutral." First
of all, Congress permitted

them "to express their
opinions on all political
subjects (including presumably merit civil service) and candidates
(including presumably
candidates who favored
merit civil service) and to
vote.
As the High Court observed, the Hatch Act did
not forbid civil servants
from making "contributions to public affairs" or
from "protect[ing] their
own interests." !d., 330
U.S. at 99.
Civil servants - out of
self-interest, naturally support candidates for office
who support government
programs, the existence of
which are necessary for
their continued employment. Today's government
bureaucrats are, for that
reason alone, overwhelmingly aligned with the
Democrats, the party of big
government. Given such
self-interest, is it realistic to
expect that, as Justice Reed
stated in his Mitchell opinion, "[political] parties
would be more truly devoted to the public welfare
if public servants were not
over active politically"?
How naive!
The real reason for making political eunuchs out of
civil servants was not to rid
the government of partisanship, but to make it appear to the American
people that government
workers were politically
neutral and, therefore, concerned primarily for the
welfare of all of the people.
Forty -three years after
the passage of the Hatch
Act, Justice Byron White
admitted just that when the
Act came back to the Supreme Court for constitutional scrutiny. After
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rehearsing all of the arguments about integrity and
efficiency, Justice White
added:
.. .[I]t is not only important that the Government
and its employees in fact
avoid practicing political
justice, but it is also critical
that they~ to the public to be avoiding it, if confidence in the system of
representative Government
is not to be eroded to a disastrous extent. United
States Civil Service Comm.
v. National Ass 'n. of Letter
Carriers, 413 U.S. 548,565
(1973). (Emphasis added.)
This kind of reasoning
smacks of the same rationale traditionally articulated
in favor of laws prohibiting
seditious libel. " ... [I]t is
necessary," Chief Justice
Holt wrote in 1704, "for all
governments that the people should have a good
opinion of it." Rex v.
Tutchin, 14 Howell' s State
Trials 1095, 1128 (1704).
If such a policy is anathema to the First Amendment's guarantee of the
freedom of speech when invoked to support a law prohibiting seditious libel (and
it clearly is), then how can
it serve as the basis for merit
civil service?
Laws prohibiting defamatory statements bringing the government into
disrepute only deter the
people from changing one
set of government officials
for another. Laws guaranteeing people employment
in the government even
more seriously interfere
with the people's ability to
make such a change.
Should not the Freedom
of Speech Clause prohibit
Congress from imposing
the greater barrier to the
sovereign choice of the
people when it has been
construed to prohibit the
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lesser? As a matter of prin- claimed that such laws imciple, should not the Free- paired the employed "citidom of Speech Clause zen from co-operating with
mean that Congress cannot other citizens of his own
protect the "integrity" of choice in the promotion of
the government by any his political views":
means designed to preserve
To deny a man the priviits good name in the eyes of lege of associating and
the people. The answer making joint contributions
must be in the affirmative with such other citizens as
because merit civil service he may choose, is an unjust
laws, by design and effect, restraint of his right to
abridge the people's sover- propagate and promote his

It is for the people to
determine whether
partisanship in
government is for the
common good, not
for government
officials...
eign power to change the
direction of their government whenever they decide
to do so.
INSULATION
From the beginning, the
primary purpose of laws
limiting partisan political
activities of government
employees was "to promote
efficiency and integrity in
the discharge of official duties and to maintain proper
discipline in the public
service." Ex Parte Curtis,
106 U.S. 371, 373 (1882).
But at what cost?
Justice Joseph P.
Bradley, writing in 1882,

views on public affairs. /d.,
106 U.S. at 376-77.
Such denial, Justice
Bradley concluded, violated the employed citizen's rights of freedom of
speech, of the press, and of
"assembling together to
consult upon and discuss
matters of public interest."
Those clauses, he asserted,
guarantee "every citizen"
the right "to engage in such
discussions, and to promote
the views of himself and his
associates freely, without
being trammeled by inconvenient restrictions." /d.
Justice Bradley's views
never prevailed in cases
contesting the constitution-

ality of merit civil service
laws enacted by subsequent
Congresses for the purpose
of preserving the efficiency
and integrity of the government's executive branch.
On the other hand, his
views came to the foreground when the Court issued a series of opinions,
beginning in 1976, supporting the view that the First
Amendment commanded
the institution of merit civil
service protection to certain
government employees.
In Elrod v. Burns, 427
U.S. 347 (1976), Justice
William J. Brennan held
that a Democrat who had
been elected sheriff could
not discharge from employment any person, not in a
policy-making position,
solely because he was not
affiliated with or sponsored
by the Democratic Party.
Why? Because, wrote
Justice Brennan, the practice of political patronage
puts too great a restraint on
the individual employee's
freedoms of belief and association:
An individual who is a
member of the out-party
maintains his affiliation
with his own party at the
risk of losing his job. He
works for the election ofhis
party's candidates and espouses its policies at the
same risk. ... [Thus}, the individual's ability to act according to his beliefS and to
associate with others of his
political persuasion is constrained, and support for
his party is diminished. /d.,
427 U.S. at 355-56.
To protect the individual
from "patronage dismissals," the High Court ruled
that the government must
be insulated from partisan
influence, except in those
jobs that the Court deems to
be of a policy-making nature.
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What a remarkable
claim! This decision turns
the First Amendment on its
head.
The right of the people to
assemble secures in the people the right to consult for
the common good. Therefore, it is for the people to
determine whether partisanship in government is
for the common good, not
for government officials,
including those who sit on
the Supreme Court of the
United States.
What the Court decided
in the Elrod case is that it,
not the people, will decide
how they will be protected
from the evils of faction or
partisanship.
As James Madison
wrote in Federalist No. 10,
the people have already
spoken on the issue by establishing a popularly
elected government, not a
government of political
eunuchs. To construe the
First Amendment to undermine that structure is to disregard, not uphold, the will
of the people.
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tion, thereby placing legislative power in the hands of
a greater number of representatives "in order to guard
against the cabals of a few":
The influence offactious
leaders may kindle a flame
within their particular
States, but will be unable to
spread the general confla-

the States by the Constitution.
In making this statement, Madison did not contemplate that Congress had
any authority whatsoever
over the political structure
of state governments.
When Congress passed the
Hatch Act, however, it de-

gration through the other
States.
Later, in Federalist No.
46, Madison claimed that
the State governments
would also counter the "ambitious encroachments of
the federal government...."
This, Madison claimed,
would result because the
people of each state would
rise up in support of their
own representatives to resist unconstitutional usurpation of the powers left to

creed that state agencies,
which administer programs
supported by federal funds,
must conform to the same
rules against partisan activities as apply to federal agencies. The United States
Supreme Court upheld this
incursion upon the States,
observing that Congress has
"power to fix the terms
upon which its money allotments to states shall be disbursed." Oklahoma v.
Civil Service Commission,

S1RUCTIJRE
In Federalist No. 10,
Madison laid out the solution that the people would
choose, if they ratified the
Constitution, to deal with
the problem of factions .
First, he observed, the Constitution established a representative form of
government, not a direct democracy, and to this end:
.. .{T}o refine and enlarge the public views, by
passing them through the
medium ofa chosen body of
citizens ....
Second, he noted that the
Constitution created a national legislative body to
address "the great and aggregate interests" of the na-

330 U.S. 127, 143 (1947).
How remarkable! According to this view, the national government, by way
of the General Welfare
Clause, has authority to restructure state governments
to function more efficiently
as departments of the national government. Indeed,
according to this view,
Congress may bypass the
Executive Department of
the United States government and enlist state executive officials to enforce
spending programs that it
enacts.
In addition to disregarding the Tenth Amendment,
Congress has overlooked
the representative nature of
the presidency and the principles of separation of powers and checks and balances
that govern the relationship
of the executive and legislative branches of the national
government.
In Federalist No. 48,
Madison emphasized that
the Constitution created "a
representative republic,"
composed of an elected legislature and chief executive.
The latter department,
Madison pointed out, was
therefore "limited, both in
the extent and duration of its
power."
What happens to an executive department composed of employees who,
under a merit civil service
system, hold their jobs not
at the will of the chief executive, but on terms dictated by the legislative
branch? Such a department
will be populated by persons whose employment is
not limited in duration by
the term of office that the
people have placed upon a
particular President.
Not only does a merit
civil service system interfere with the right of the
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people to change chief executives, but it impairs the
power of the chief executive to impose significant
checks and balances upon
the legislature. This is true
even when merit civil service is limited to administrative emp loyees, as
contrasted with policymakers, because the competence and willingness of
such administrators are crucial in the carrying out of
the policies of any chief executive.
What a merit civil service system does, then, is to
sanction legislative inva-

sion into the constitutional
prerogative of the President
beyond that specifically
provided for in Article II.
Article II, Section 2, Paragraph 2 authorizes the Senate to give advice and
consent to the presidential
appointment of executive
officers, unless Congress
has "by Law vested the Appointments of inferior officers . . . in the President
alone, to the Courts of Law,
or in the Heads of Departments."
This grant of authority
does not include the exercise of power over the term

of appointment or the
standard of performance of
employees in the executive
branch. To impose such
terms and standards is to go
beyond the check and balance that the people gave to
the legislative department.
See Myers v. United States,
272 U.S. 52 (1926).

specific provisions of the
original text of the Constitution. Such restructuring
has made both the national
and state governments less,
not more, responsive to the
people, in direct contradiction of the express principles
of the First
Amendment.
~

CONCLUSION
To construe the First
Amendment to permit,
much less to mandate, merit
civil service is to call for the
restructuring of the government in ways contrary to the

READY OR NOT
by Marilyn Titus

T

hen shall the kingdom
of heaven be likened
unto ten virgins, which took
their lamps, and went forth
to meet the bridegroom.
And.five ofthem were wise,
and five were foolish. They
that were foolish took their
lamps, and took no oil with
them: But the wise took oil
in their vessels with their
lamps.
While the bridegroom
tarried, they all slumbered
and slept. And at midnight
there was a cry made. Behold, the bridegroom
cometh; go ye out to meet
him. Then all those virgins
arose, and trimmed their

lamps. And the foolish said
unto the wise, Give us of
your oil; for our lamps are
gone out. But the wise answered, saying, Not so; lest
there be not enough for us
and you: but go ye rather to
them that sell, and buy for
yourselves.
And while they went to
buy, the bridegroom came;
and they that were ready
went in with him to the marriage: and the door was
shut.
Afterward came also the
other virgins, saying, Lord,
Lord, open to us. But he
answered and said, Verily I
say unto you, I know you
not.
Watch therefore, for ye
know neither the day nor the

hour wherein the Son ofman
cometh. (Matthew 25: 113)
As a child I thoroughly
enjoyed playing "hide and
seek." I was one of the fastest runners in my school and
had an active mind in fmding creative hiding places.
It was fun for me because I
was nearly always ready by
the time the count-down
was completed and the
searcher called out, "Ready
or not, here I come." Cautiously watching for the
right moment to run for
"home", the excitement in
my flesh would even better
prepare me for a fast run.
From the preparation to
hide, to hiding, to the call-
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out of the searcher, to dashing to "home" was a very
short period of time - just
right for children.
Then there was school.
It was okay. I enjoyed
learning most of my subjects. Getting ready for a
test was okay but I can't
ever remember thinking it
was fun. I got ready just
because I sensed the obligation to do well on the test.
But, it was slow. It was tedious. I could hardly wait
for the test to be done.
Playing basketball in my
upper grades was more to
my liking. Getting ready
for a game meant a lot of
pre-game practice. It was
fast, full of action. I even
had the privilege of being
the team captain which
meant that I called the
plays. That gave me lots of
liberty which I enjoyed
even more. It was easy for
me to prepare for games and
we did very well in competition.
Then came high schoolmore of the same - preparing for tests. And, then college -ugh. By now I would
have night- mares that I was
preparing all night long and
couldn't even find the test
room. So, I would repeatedly dream I flunked!
Somewhere in all of this
I got married and later discovered that I was not prepared. In fact, both my
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husband and I discovered
that nothing had really prepared us for marriage. We
floundered a lot, tried to
imitate our parents without
really understanding why
they did what they did or
even if it was the right thing
to do. Then we wondered,

could take one test at a time.
And, carrying out a decision taking much, much
more time and energy than
a "hide and seek" game.
I've come to realize that being "ready" is a very serious
matter. To think that I am
ready when I am not ready

I've come to realize
that being "ready" is a
very serious matter.
"With all of our schooling
preparing us for the job
market, why was there no
preparation for marriage?"
We futher wondered, "Who
and how?" Who would be
able to prepare a young
couple for marriage? How
would they do it? Oh well,
we missed it and were not
ready but it's too late now.
But, wouldn't it have been
so much nicer to have been
better prepared and not to
have made so many mistakes?
By now I'm beginning
to get a new sense. With
life no longer divided up
into neat subjects where I
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can cause lots of problems.
And, usually, these problems take an exponential
amount of time to clear up
-- if they can be corrected
at all.
Let's look at Abraham
and Sarah as an example.
They were very mature in
both spirit and flesh. Because of their spiritual maturity, God chose them in a
very special calling. Because of their fleshly maturity, they at first didn't
believe it. But, one thing
was certain. Since God had
spoken to them, He was going to do what He said.
With all of their spiritual
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maturity and wisdom in
their old age, what do you
suppose they needed to do
to get "ready"? What
would you have done to get
"ready"? Well, of course,
the first step was to believe
God. And, the evidence
was that they finally accepted that. Their problem
came when they decided
that they were "ready." Deciding that they were
"ready" and that God was
not doing what He said,
they became impatient. In
their change of attitude
from getting ready to thinking that they were ready,
they made a foolish decision. They decided to make
God's word come to pass in
a fleshly manner. So, they
achieved a fleshly solution
and a multitude of problems
with it.
Today we have a whole
church community that has
stopped getting ready because they have turned to
fleshly solutions. Meanwhile, God is waiting. He
wants His people to be
ready. His timing will be
perfect. We need to put
aside the fleshly solutions
just as Abraham and Sarah
had to put aside their Ishmael. Only when we do
this and prepare for what
God actually has for us will
we be ready to receive it.

